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A-STRIP

A-STRIP
Ammoniated Super Wax Stripper
A-STRIP is highly concentrated, designed to strip
most sealers and floor finishes including metal cross
linked polymers. A-STRIP will quickly break up and
emulsify old build up of polishes, thus preventing
redeposition and making for efficient rinsing and
removal. A-STRIP is powerful but safe for all floor
surfaces.

Ammoniated
Super Wax Stripper
HIGHLY
CONCENTRATED
WORKS WELL MIXED
WITH HOT OR COLD
WATER

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Apply solution to floor. Let stand
for 5 minutes (do not allow to
dry).
Machine scrub with
synthetic pad. Rinse floor well
with clear water. This product is
effective in all types of water, hot
or cold, hard or soft.
DILUTION RATES:
Extremely heavy wax or finish
build up:
1 part stripper to 15 parts water.

Product # 5080
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

Normal wax or finish build up:
1 part stripper to 25 parts water.

CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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INGREDIENTS

HEALTH
FLAMMABILITY
REACTIVITY
PROTECTION

CAS NUMBER

SODIUM HYDROXIDE
ETHYLENE GLYCOL N-BUTYL ETHER
AMMONIA

A dd i t i on al

1310-73-2
111-76-2
7664-41-7

I nf or m at i on

A-STRIP Ammoniated Super Wax Stripper is a concentrated product designed for old, heavy wax
or finish build up removal. Schools, hospitals and sports arenas are just a few of the facilities that
are notorious for applying new floor finish over the old wax. This may make the traffic lanes look
good enough but the lower traffic areas near the walls and corners will start to build up dozens of
layer of finish. This heavy build up is what A-STRIP was designed to remove. This heavy duty
ammoniated stripper is effective on wax, sealers, urethane, acrylic and metallic finishes. Under
the conditions stated above, you may have a build up that is composed of many or all of these
materials. Most common strippers are made to remove only one type of finish. A-STRIP will
remove any kind of finish quickly and easily with either hot or cold water. The time involved in
stripping and refinishing floors is too great to gamble on inferior products. A-STRIP removes the
build up all the way to the floor, will not harm floor surfaces and rinses completely to insure your
finish adheres properly. For best results, finish the floor with SUPERCO’s DURASHINE 29%
solid metal interlock floor finish.
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